Product Features & Specifications

English Edge & Georgian Edge 2.25 Product Features

Chamfers on both bed surfaces for reversibility; spacer nibs to control joint size and chippage, natural through the body color eliminates color fading; 2.25” in thickness

English Edge & Georgian Edge 2.25 Product Specifications

Unit clay paver shall conform to the requirements of ASTM C902, Class SX, Type 1, Application PX and C67 for Freeze and Thaw. The units shall be standard 4" x 8" size having dimensions of 2 1/4" x 4" x 8" (including spacer nibs on the side), chamfered edges on both bed surfaces, 8,000 psi minimum compressive strength and below 8% cold water absorption. Paver shall conform to English Edge® or Georgian Edge [color] as manufactured by Pine Hall Brick Co., Inc., Winston-Salem, North Carolina and distributed by [party responsible for specification].

English Edge & Georgian Edge Heavy Vehicular Product Features

Chamfers on top side of paver; spacer nibs to control joint size and chippage, natural through the body color eliminates color fading; 2 3/4” in thickness

English Edge & Georgian Edge Heavy Vehicular Product Specifications

Unit clay paver shall conform to the requirements of ASTM C1272, Application PX and C67 for Freeze and Thaw. The units shall be standard 4" x 8" size having dimensions of 2 3/4" x 4" x 8" (including spacer nibs on the side), 10,000 psi minimum compressive strength, minimum breaking load of 475 lb/in and below 6% cold water absorption. Paver shall conform to English Edge® or Georgian Edge [color] as manufactured by Pine Hall Brick Co., Inc., Winston-Salem, North Carolina and distributed by [party responsible for specification].